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Vel Phillips general population students created snowmen this winter to help brighten rooms
and days. Mr. V and Ms. Crowley worked with students in class to design, build, and finish
the snowmen. They used repurposed materials and worked on many skills.
Students learned and practiced building, drilling, and painting. Additional skills included
following directions, using creativity, multi-step processing, utilizing multiple materials,
perseverance, patience, and taking turns.
Students were able to take the snowmen with them when they left Vel Phillips or have a
parent pick them up. Others were given as a gifts. Extras went to the Wauwatosa Schools
District Office--to showcase what students have accomplished and to brighten district
offices.
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IshDARR Keeping It Real
By: East 1
Editor: KWZ

The one and only IshDARR took time to meet with us
MCAP students, giving advice on his life and successes.
He shared words to motivate us to do better, to be
hungry, and to follow our dreams.
IshDARR is a Milwaukee-born rapper, actor, and more.
He was born Ishmael Ali. He got the rapper name by
putting together his first name and the name Darr from
his mother's side of the family. He attended Milwaukee
schools, including Messmer High School.

https://www.elevatormag.com/ishdarr-drop
s-merch-line-and-growth-provoking

His dad helped him stay focused and stay away from trouble. One piece of advice that IshDARR
gives us is to stay focused. He knows there are lots of distractions in Milwaukee.
IshDARR started to focus on his music and really go for it around 8th grade. He worked on his
hooks, beats, and lines. People started to notice his talent.
He built much of his career through hard work and grinding it out. He teaches us to grind, grind,
grind when going for our dreams.
IshDARR started getting more social media hits after he was grinding to get his music out--finding
blogs that post music for free, even overseas blogs. He kept posting and posting. Eventually,
YouTube picked up some songs and the hits flowed from there.
“The connects started to build and expand. It's like a web, building every day. It was just a matter of
keeping at it, being consistent. Something was going to have to happen.”
Then in 2015, actress Chloë Grace Moretz retweeted one of his songs, adding thousands of new fans.
The fan base became nationwide around then.
IshDARR teaches us to to seek out as much free knowledge that's out there and to grow in new
areas.

continued on page 5
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Vel’s Values
School at Vel R. Phillips Juvenile
Justice Center
We learn and work to make Vel’s Values OUR Values.
Grace = kind and pleasant
Persistence = continuing to goals without stopping
Integrity = honest, genuine, trustworthy

Vel Phillips was a
Milwaukee lawyer,
politician, civil rights
activist, and judge who
worked for people’s
rights, including the
rights of youth in
Milwaukee. She was
the first woman and
African American
woman in many of the
positions she held.
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IshDARR continued
He grew his own career when he followed advice from his agent and sent in an audition tape for
the movie White Boy Rick. The producers loved him, and eventually he landed a role in the
2018 film. He played Freaky Steve in White Boy Rick.
IshDARR comes from Milwaukee and sees talent in Milwaukee. He wants to show “there's
more to Milwaukee than what a lot of people see and all the negative.” He wants to lift up the
city he grew up in and spend time with young men looking for guidance--to showcase what's
here, to collaborate, and highlight more local people.
Who knows, maybe some of us will follow his advice, be among those he lifts up, and be
among those local artists working with IshDARR in the future.
Thanks to IshDARR for keeping it real, spending time with us, and teaching us how to follow
our dreams. And a big shout out to Nyesha Stone of Carvd n Stone for setting up the interview,
having so many Zoom meetings with us this semester, teaching us about journalism, and being
a great role model.

Latest from the library
So Done by Paula Chase
When the main characters of this book (Jamila and
Metai) are so done with school, family, activities, and
each other, they have to discover what makes them best
friends. What happens when you’re done with your
so-called life but it’s not done with you?

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show

Look Both Ways
by jason reynolds
A whole lot of crazy can happen on the walk
home from school. The book features ten
stories covering ten blocks. What really
happens after the dismissal bell rings?

https://www.goodreads.c
om/book/show/45493566
-look-both-ways
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Apprenticeship project
Math/Careers
Geodesic
Dome Project
BY: KH
In MCAP Math/Careers, we worked on a geodesic dome project. A geodesic dome is a structure where the
triangular parts make the dome strong and stable. In this project, we learned how to build, work as a team,
and use math to solve problems.
We used project money to purchase cardboard pieces. We measured and cut those pieces and used
templates to assemble pieces of cardboard into a dome. We sold extra pieces back to Mr. B.
It is fun to make things while learning different skills. I know some in MCAP would like to be builders in the
future.
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DBT Tracks Core Skills
In DBT, MCAP students learn healthy ways to cope with
stress and regulate their emotions. They record progress
toward skills on DBT Cards.
Essentially, the cards are an outcome measurement tool.
Students keep them close by and mark down examples
where they are able to notice or practice skills.

The core skills involved are wise mind, observe, describe, participate, nonjudgmental stance, one-mindfully,
and effectively. Students learn these skills, have sessions to practice applying them, and use the tracking
sheets to record their practice. Students also track interpersonal effectiveness or “do what works” behaviors.
Students have this tracking device so that courts, judges, advocates can see what they are doing in DBT and
actual progress they are making.

Running Rebels The Vision: 2020
By: South 1
Running Rebels found a creative way to speak about America in 2020 with the song released last summer,
The Vision: 2020.
It was a crazy year, with the pandemic, politics, and protests. This song was meant to speak to all of this. It
was made by the 300 Strong Project, Running Rebels, several local musicians, and artist Britt Nicole.
Britt Nicole is an American singer, songwriter, and spoken word artist from North Carolina who is known for
Christian music, R&B, and hip hop.
The Vision: 2020 tells us to look beyond what people think of young black men and realize we matter--that we
are more than marches, riots, and mass incarceration. We can make changes in our lives and in the lives of
others.
Ultimately, this project aimed to inspire people to use creative outlets to make changes in their own lives, the
community, and the world.

politics
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Is Biden Good
For Us?

Article by East 1
Many are assuming that people of color all voted for Biden and are counting on Biden to
make positive changes in our communities. But many in MCAP have neighbors,
cousins, and other relatives who voted for Trump and not Biden. If you compare the
2020 with the 2016 election, Trump increased his vote total among black men by 6%.
So is Biden really good for us?
Many people of color are looking for a different leader who can bring police reform and
fairness in policing and the justice system. Civil rights protests like those that happened
this year are nothing new. What’s different with protests now compared to the past is
that a wide group of people are calling for change. This may force more change to
happen.
There are reasons to think change may not happen. Democrats have been talking
about bringing change for years, but it never seems to happen. Biden may just be
another one of these Democrats. Also, in the 1990s, Biden supported a crime bill that
was not good good for the black community.
continued on page 12

Sketch
by DT

marquette news
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Marquette Surprises
When Marquette men’s basketball came into this season, there weren’t many high expectations. Their best
player from last year and one of the country’s leading scorers, Markus Howard, graduated and went to the
NBA. They have many new players and unknowns.They play in a tough conference, the Big East, meaning
they play against many difficult teams.
Marquette is a young team with a fantastic transfer from Ohio State, DJ Carton. They also have two top
freshmen, Dawson Garcia and Justin Lewis. Garcia was the 47th best high school player in the country
before he came to Marquette. Lewis was number 71.
In the early part of the schedule, Marquette played two ranked teams, #4 Wisconsin on December 4th and
#9 Creighton on December 14th. They won both games!
The Wisconsin game was very close all the way through. The two teams traded leads in the final seconds
when Carton was fouled with less than one second remaining. He made the first free throw to tie the score
but missed the second. However, Justin Lewis tipped the ball back at the hoop.
The ball rolled around and through. Marquette won.
In the Creighton game, Marquette trailed early but surged ahead in the second half for the win. DJ Carton
scored 20 points in the game. Dawson Garcia had 14 points and 10 rebounds.
Marquette has many good players who can shoot. They can make big shots. They are young, deep, and
athletic.

“Carton, #21, is the best point guard on the team. They work together by moving the
ball around. They have good defense to back up their offense.”
-- JW
Still, though, they play tough teams all the time and they need to continue to improve. In addition to the big
wins, they’ve also had some tough losses.

“They need to keep up the work and think as a team and think more before they try
to use athleticism alone to make plays.”
-- KH
Marquette has the pieces to be a top, deep team in the Big East. Let’s hope they get there--and soon!

bucks news
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Bucks Sign Giannis
The Bucks officially had an A+ offseason when Giannis Antetokounmpo, their star and 2-time MVP. He signed
a 5-year contract extension paying him $228 million.
Giannis is an incredible player. He can take to the rim on anybody. He’s unstoppable in the paint and is a
good passer.

“He plays with good teamwork, he likes to dunk, he’s clutch. Big moments. Fast.”
-- OD
The Giannis signing is important for the Bucks and for Milwaukee.

“He helps bring Milwaukee a better record, better attendance, a higher revenue
(meaning they’re worth more), and the ability to draw more stars to Milwaukee.”
-- I W
Having the best player in the league on your team makes Milwaukee a destination. Don’t be surprised if other
stars end up joining Giannis on the Bucks and the Bucks end up with an NBA championship in the coming
years.

https://www.behance.net/g
allery/69374717/Giannis-A
ntetokounmpo

Students practicing
immobilizing with a spinal
board during first aid unit *
Health Class with Mr. V and
Ms. Crowley
Learning things
such as these is
important because
we can learn how
to help people that
need to be on a
stretcher or need
CPR. Many at Vel
Phillips get certified
in CPR.
We can help
people in
need--family,
friends,
classmates, adults,
and more.
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By: CA
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Covid Vaccine Survey
Students were surveyed on
whether or not they would
get the Covid vaccine once it
is available.
Here are the results:
47% said NO
24% said YES
29% said MAYBE

R
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Commenting…
“We’ll see what happens.”
“If the virus gets worse.”
“If they can prove it is 100%
effective.”

Biden, continued

But others think change really can come now. Biden has a Plan for Black America.
He leaned heavily on a group of black advisers when putting this together. Biden also
doesn’t just talk about changes that will help the black community; he plans to devote
money to these issues. Biden also has promised that change will come, and history
has shown that he’s a man of his word. Biden promised to build a cabinet that is the
most diverse ever. He followed through on this promise.

“Biden gave us his word that change would come. Come together
for change and change will come.”
--KWZ
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MCAP Featured in Large
Milwaukee Publications
Milwaukee Neighborhood News included an editorial version of the Vel’s Voice article NBA Creates Bubble for Rest
of Season. It appeared in their December 29th edition. Carvd n Stone, a blog with a weekly source of positive news,
printed the IshDARR article that MCAP students wrote (page 2).
The voices of our MCAP students are being broadcast for all of Milwaukee to hear.
Neighborhood News also included a link to the entire December edition of Vel’s Voice. Carvd n Stone included a
link with information about Vel Phillips School.
Thanks to Ms. Kirchman for establishing the relationships with Milwaukee Neighborhood News and Carvd n Stone.
https://milwaukeenns.org/2020/12/29/opinion-inside-the-bubble-at-vel-r-phillips-juvenile-justice-center-school/
https://www.carvdnstone.com/cns-news/vel-r-phillips-students-virtually-interview-rapper-ishdarr

Ms. Hayes Displaying Excellence
Every Day
Vel Phillips has benefited from having Ms. Hayes as a YCO. She has been with us for more than five years. She
enjoys working with the youth here; her passion is working with at risk youth.
You might see Ms. Hayes at the center either 1st or 2nd shift. She likes 1st shift the most because it is the busiest
one.
Before coming here, Ms. Hayes worked at Aurora Psych for 16 ½ years. She helped at risk children and
adolescents at Aurora Psych.
Ms. Hayes is committed to continuing providing great service to our youth and families. She demonstrates
excellence with every task of the day. She gives quality attention to kids and the needs of kids.
In her free time, Ms. Hayes enjoys shopping and spending time with family and friends. But we’re so very fortunate
that Ms. Hayes also enjoys being with us.

